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For the first half of 2018, the Matthews Asia Dividend Fund returned -3.44% (Investor Class), while its benchmark, the MSCI
All Country Asia Pacific Index, returned -3.22% over the same period. For the quarter ending June 30, the Fund returned
-2.73% (Investor Class) compared to the benchmark return of -3.25%.

Market Environment:
Asian and global emerging markets suffered during the first half of 2018. Negative investor sentiment resulted from several
factors including escalating trade tensions between China and the U.S.; seemingly tighter monetary conditions in China and
other emerging markets; and the oscillation of North Korean denuclearization talks.
During the second quarter of the year, the specter of a tit-for-tat trade war between the U.S. and China rose significantly and
rattled investor confidence. Recent macroeconomic data from China also started pointing to a potential slowdown in its
economic growth induced by China's financial deleveraging policy, another potential warning sign for the region. In addition, a
rally in the U.S. dollar, together with a U.S. rate hike cycle and higher oil prices, further constrained the policy options of some
Asian central banks, especially for the region's more emerging economies of Southeast Asia as their growth models tend to
be more susceptible to external shocks. Facing all these uncertainties, Asia's equity markets struggled during the latter part of
the year-to-date period.

Performance Contributors and Detractors:
During both the six-month and second-quarter periods, portfolio holdings from South Korea posed a significant drag on Fund
returns.
The Fund's holdings in Crystal International Group, a Hong Kong-based textile manufacturer, were among the top
performance detractors. As one of the largest original equipment manufacturers of apparel in China, Crystal International
supplies products to diversified global apparel brands, including Fast Retailing (Uniqlo), H&M, Levi's and Gap Inc. During the
second quarter, the company issued a downward revision of its 2018 earnings outlook for the first half of the year, citing
unfavorable foreign currency movements and additional ramp-up costs from its newly expanded manufacturing capacity. This
downward revision triggered a negative market reaction, and the stock was sold off aggressively. While we were surprised by
this latest guidance, we viewed a significant part of this revision to be short-term and cyclical in nature. We felt the company's
long-term, competitive advantages—its manufacturing capability across multiple product categories and its lean supply-chain
management—remained intact and believed the firm should support our investment thesis of being well-positioned to grow its
business by gaining further market share. We felt the share price was a good value from which to continue adding to our
position.
During the second quarter, a top performance contributor to the Fund was Hua Hong Semiconductor, a Chinese
semiconductor foundry business. A major player in the mature eight-inch foundry segment, Hua Hong is currently benefiting
from an industry-wide supply shortage for foundry capacity, creating an attractive pricing environment for the company. In
addition, Hua Hong has consistently improved its product mix over the years, focusing more on higher average selling prices

and higher-margin products. The firm's stock price delivered strong returns during the quarter, as the market started to
recognize the favorable industry trend and Hua Hong's ability to deliver additional margin expansion. The company has been
paying a modest 30% dividend payout, which we view as a reasonable balance between investing for future growth and
returning cash to shareholders.

Notable Portfolio Changes:
One position we initiated during the quarter was Chongqing Brewery, a Chinese beer company listed on China's domestic Ashare market and that is 60%-owned by Carlsberg Group, a leading player in the global beer industry. After a period of
significant business restructuring under Carlsberg's ownership, Chongqing Brewery has re-emerged as a more efficiently run
business. The company has been adapting well to the latest premiumization trend occurring among Chinese consumers by
leveraging Carlsberg's product portfolio and introducing more premium products to Chinese consumers. In addition, following
years of consolidation, China's top beer industry players today are shifting strategy from grabbing more market share to
growing their profits. We view Chongqing Brewery as well-positioned to deliver on sustainable earnings growth, thanks to its
successful product premiumization strategy and a more conducive industry structure. Carlsberg, as Chongqing's controlling
shareholder, has been adopting a high dividend payout policy for the Chinese firm, which we believe is likely to be maintained.
During the second quarter, we exited our position in Ping An Insurance because we felt valuations were no longer attractive.
We used proceeds from the sale to purchase some new positions.

Outlook:
Uncertainties surrounding U.S.—China trade war rhetoric and a policy-induced economic slowdown in China, among other
things, may continue to dampen investor sentiment toward Asian equities for the remainder of this year. We believe, however,
that investors should look beyond the cloudy macro picture and focus instead on individual corporate business fundamentals.
As dividend investors, we believe Asian companies are well-positioned to offer attractive dividend yields and sustainable
dividend growth.

As of 6/30/2018, the securities mentioned comprised the Matthews Asia Dividend Fund in the following percentages: Crystal
International Group, Ltd., 0.9%; Hua Hong Semiconductor, Ltd., 2.0%; Chongqing Brewery Co., Ltd. 1.2%. The Fund held no
positions in Fast Retailing Co., Ltd., Hennes & Mauritz AB (H&M), Levi Strauss & Co., Gap, Inc., Carlsberg Group or Ping An
Insurance Group Co. of China, Ltd. Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risk.

Average Annual Total Returns - Investor Class (6/30/2018)
1-year 9.27%
3-year 7.68%
5-year 8.22%
10-year 9.17%
Inception (10/31/06) 9.62%

Gross Expense Ratio
1.03%
After fee waiver and expense reimbursement: 1.02% 1
1

Matthews has contractually agreed to waive a portion of its advisory fee and administrative and shareholder services fee if the
Fund's average daily net assets are over $3 billion, as follows: for every $2.5 billion average daily net assets of the Fund that are
over $3 billion, the advisory fee rate and the administrative and shareholder services fee rate for the Fund with respect to such
excess average daily net assets will be each reduced by 0.01%, in each case without reducing such fee rate below 0.00%. Any

amount waived by Matthews pursuant to this agreement may not be recouped by Matthews. This agreement will remain in place until
April 30, 2019 and may be terminated (i) at any time by the Board of Trustees upon 60 days' prior written notice to Matthews; or (ii)
by Matthews at the annual expiration date of the agreement upon 60 days' prior written notice to the Trust, in each case without
payment of any penalty.
All performance quoted is past performance and is no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will
fluctuate with changing market conditions so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
Current performance may be lower or higher than the return figures quoted. Returns would have been lower if certain of the Fund's
fees and expenses had not been waived. Please see the Fund's most recent month-end performance.

Yield as of 6/30/2018
30-day Yield: 1.69%
Dividend Yield: 2.89%
The 30-Day Yield represents net investment income earned by the Fund over the 30-day period ended 9/30/17, expressed as an
annual percentage rate based on the Fund’s share price at the end of the 30-day period. The 30-Day Yield should be regarded as an
estimate of the Fund’s rate of investment income, and it may not equal the Fund’s actual income distribution rate. Source: BNY
Mellon Investment Servicing (US) Inc.
The Dividend Yield (trailing) for the portfolio is the weighted average sum of the dividends paid by each equity security held by the
Fund over the last 12 months divided by the current price as of report date. The annualized dividend yield for the Fund is for the
equity-only portion of the portfolio. Please note that this is based on gross equity portfolio holdings and does not reflect the actual
yield an investor in the Fund would receive. Past yields are no guarantee of future yields.Sources: FactSet Research Systems,
Bloomberg, Matthews

There is no guarantee that a company will pay or continue to increase dividends.
Visit our Glossary of Terms page for definitions and additional information.

The views and opinions in this commentary were as of the report date, subject to change and may not reflect current views.
They are not guarantees of performance or investment results and should not be taken as investment advice. Investment
decisions reflect a variety of factors, and the managers reserve the right to change their views about individual stocks,
sectors, and the markets at any time. As a result, the views expressed should not be relied upon as a forecast of the Fund's
future investment intent. It should not be assumed that any investment will be profitable or will equal the performance of any
securities or any sectors mentioned herein. The information does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell any
securities mentioned.
The information contained herein has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate at the time of
compilation, but no representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to the accuracy or completeness of any of this
information. Neither the funds nor the Investment Advisor accept any liability for losses either direct or consequential caused
by the use of this information.
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You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Matthews Asia Funds carefully before
making an investment decision. This and other information about the Funds is contained in the prospectus or summary

prospectus, which may also be obtained by calling 800-789-ASIA (2742). Please read the prospectus carefully before you
invest or send money as it explains the risks associated with investing in international and emerging markets. These include
risks related to social and political instability, market illiquidity and currency volatility. Investing in foreign securities may involve
certain additional risks, exchange rate fluctuations, less liquidity, greater volatility and less regulation. Fixed income
investments are subject to additional risks, including, but not limited to, interest rate, credit and inflation risks. Single-country
and sector funds may be subject to a higher degree of market risk than diversified funds because of a concentration in a
specific sector or geographic region. Investing in small companies is more risky and more volatile than investing in large
companies.
Matthews Asia is the brand for Matthews International Capital Management, LLC and its direct and indirect subsidiaries.
Matthews Asia Funds are distributed in the United States by Foreside Funds Distributors LLC, Berwyn, PA
Matthews Asia Funds are distributed in Latin America by HMC Partners
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